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I. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The Task Force’s recommended boundaries for ANCs and SMDs in Ward 6 are depicted on the
ESRI map and with the Block Split adjustments that are submitted with this report.

II. TASK FORCE MEMBERS

The following persons were appointed as members of the Task Force. Each member of the Task
Force served on a team focusing on one specific Commission as designated following their name
below:

● Ivan Frishberg, Chair
● Brian Pate (6A)
● Anna Forgie (6D)
● Christine Spencer (6D)
● Gottlieb Simon (6A)
● Ken Jarboe (6B)
● Gary Peterson (6B)
● Iris Bond Gill (6C)
● Marge Maceda (6E)



● Scott Price (6C)
● Georgine Wallace (6D)
● Matthew Oberstaedt (6D)
● Shelia White (6E)

III. TASK FORCE PROCESS

Process:

The Ward 6 Redistricting Task Force (“the Task Force”) held six meetings, all of which were
held via Zoom and were open to the public. Public input was taken at all six meetings via chat
and open video questions. The third meeting was exclusively for public comment The meetings
were noticed through the social media accounts of Council Member Allen and his
communication with Advisory Neighborhood Commissions, through coverage in community
news papers, and on a dedicated website for redistricting hosted by Council Member Allen
(https://www.charlesallenward6.com/2022_ward_6_anc). Prior to all meetings where a specific
map was discussed, a meeting presentation was posted on the website, and all presentation maps
were made publicly available through the Office of Planning mapping tool. The Task Force also
created a dedicated email address (Ward6RedistrictingTaskForce@gmail.com) for the purpose of
soliciting feedback through a single email address that was distributed to and accessible to all
Task Force members. Individual Task Force members also conducted their own outreach to
community organizations and stakeholders throughout the process. Presentations were made to
and at the requests of Advisory Commissions ANC 6A, ANC 6D, ANC 6E and informally to
ANC 6B.

Meetings Held:

Feb. 1: Initial Meeting, including Council Member Allen, overview of the process and the work
plan, public comment

Feb. 15: Presentation of First Draft of a map, public comment

Feb. 22: Public hearing on First Draft

Mar. 1: Review of updated map and public comment

Mar. 15: Review of updated map and public comment

Mar. 30: Final approval of Map and Report, participation of Council Member Allen, and public
comment

Issues Raised by Task Force Members and the Public:

In the course of deliberation and public comment there were a large number of points, general
and specific, made. The following summary reflects the main topic and substantive points raised:
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1. Minority representation and avoiding any dilution of minority voting power, options for
increasing minority voting representation.
2. Relationships between Single Member Districts (“SMD”) and Commissions with respect
to public spaces and the various District and Federal agencies.
3. Relationships between Single Member Districts (“SMD”) and Commissions with respect
to future developments and commercial activities that impact those commissions.
4. Maintaining cohesion of various types of housing configurations and governance within
SMDs. Specifically, as it relates to Public Housing, Homeowner Associations and
developments.
5. The legality or considerations that could be given to future build or occupancy.
6. Keeping intact community relationships to key institutions such as libraries, commercial
corridors and schools.
7. How or whether to accommodate ‘natural boundaries’ and what constituted a ‘natural’
boundary by function or history.
8. The creation of cross ward Commissions, specifically with respect to the options in
Wards 7 and 8. Most significantly for the Navy Yard area that contains blocks in both Wards 6
and 8.
9. The need to adjust boundaries to accommodate significant population growth in various
parts of the Ward.
10. Adjustments to ANC boundaries resulting from the loss of Ward 6 territory through the
Ward redistricting process.

IV. MAPS OF RECOMMENDED BOUNDARIES

Attachment 1 to this report is a hard copy map reflecting the Task Force’s recommended ANC
and SMD boundaries.

At the request of the Council’s Subcommittee on Redistricting, the Task Force also submitted an
electronic map that was created with the ESRI online mapping tool. The ESRI version of the
Task Force’s recommended map has the file name “W6RTF Final Map Approved 3.30”.

The ESRI map is very similar to the Task Force’s recommended hard copy map, but the ESRI
map cannot show boundary lines that split census blocks. The Task Force’s recommended map
splits census blocks in the following areas:

ANC 6B/C

The Task Force proposes splitting the blocks of the US Capitol on the West to East access, in line
with East Capitol Street. The blocks should be apportioned with the north side being allocated to
6C01 and the south side being allocated to 6B01. This has been the traditional approach to this
area and there is agreement to having both 6B and 6C have a direct relationship to the Capitol
Complex in this manner.
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ANC 6C

The Task Force proposes splitting at least 109 of the 382 residents in the block in between 3rd and
4th Streets, between H and I Streets, in order to keep the size of 6C04 below a VAP of 2100.
There are several alleys and walkways in the block to help right-size 6C04 while keeping 6C06
within a VAP of 2100.

ANC 6D

The Task Force proposes splitting the block between G Street, I Street, 3rd Street and 4th Street,
so that the Capitol Park II complex with 135 residents moves to 6D02 and the rest of the block
stays in 6D05. That gives 6D02 a VAP of 2055 and reduces 6D05 to a VAP of 2092. However,
that change on its own would make 6D05 nearly non-contiguous. To ensure contiguity, the Task
Force proposes moving uninhabited Christ United Methodist Church from 6D04 into 6D05.
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The Task Force Recommends splitting the census block at the Southern end of 6D08 to move the
Southern portion that is bounded to the North by V Street SW to 6D07. The goal here is to
address a non-contiguous “tail” to the block to its natural boundary association with 6D07 and to
mitigate some amount of future minority voting dilution for the remainder of 6D08. The Task
Force took great attention to the boundaries of 6D08 to not dilute minority voting representation
to the North but this block split is designed to support that objective while addressing a more
natural physical boundary to the SMD.
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ANC 6E

Two areas required census block splitting.

To balance the populations of 6E01 and 6E02 there is only viable option, to make a notch at the
intersection of 5th, L, and New York and pull the building at 460 New York, out of 6E02 (shaded
in green) and place it into 6E01. Instead of continuing north to New York Avenue NW, the
western boundary of 6E02 would turn east at L Street and continue to a line projected south from
the eastern property line of 460 New York Ave.  The boundary would continue in a northwesterly
direction around that building to a point on the centerline of New York Avenue NW as shown in
the map below:

There are 63 dwelling units at 460 New York Avenue which we project would translate to 96
people. (The numbers in parentheses are the number of dwelling units at a given address. The
purple numbers in the rectangles are the census block populations.) Adding 124 to 6E01 would
increase its population from 1712 to 1808, and taking that number from 6E02 would reduce it’s
population from 2125 to 2029. 
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The second proposed block split involves 6E09 and 6E08. The proposal is to put a section of
6E08 into 6E09 (shaded in green) from 4th Street and pull the building at 401 Massachusetts out
of 6E09 and put it into 6E08. The boundary between 6E09 and 6E08, instead of continuing the
entire way along 4th between I and H Streets NW, would travel north on 4th Street until it reaches
Massachusetts Ave. It would then travel northwest on Massachusetts to a line projected from the
western property line of 401 Massachusetts.  The boundary would continue in a northeasterly
direction around that building until it rejoins 4th Street and continues north again to I Street. The
boundaries are shown in the map below:

The building at 401 Massachusetts has 180 dwelling units which translates to 238 people.
Taking 238 from 6E09 reduces its size from 2098 to 1860, bringing it into line with the size of
other 6E SMDs. Adding 238 to 6E08 brings it up from 1615 to 1853, also bringing it in to line
with other 6E SMDs.

Staff of the Council’s Subcommittee on Redistricting will use the ESRI tool to generate a
metes-and-bounds description for use in legislative text, making changes manually in the case of
split census blocks. The Task Force has designated Ivan Frishberg to communicate with the
Subcommittee for purposes of checking the accuracy of legislative text.
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V. RATIONALE

The Task Force started with a set of broad principles for our work, attached to this report as
Attachment 2: Ward 6 Task Force Principles. The objective discussed by Council Member Allen
and the Task Force was to create as little disruption to commissions as possible. The Ward
experienced significant change over the recent redistricting process, with ANC 6D and ANC 6A
losing significant areas to Wards 8 and 7 respectively, and ANC 6E having reshaped boundaries
with respect to Ward 2.

Within the Commissions there had also been significant changes within SMDs as a result of the
same growth that forced Ward boundary changes. Some SMDs quadrupled in size, and many
census blocks now contain close to 1000 or as many as 1300 residents, largely in a single
building.

While keeping the basic Commission structure of the Ward the same, the population and
boundary changes above meant that we had to accommodate significant SMD boundaries in
order to stay within the objectives of the redistricting process.

ANC 6A

The ANC 6A working group grappled with two primary issues:  a) accounting for the loss of
significant territory (6A07 and 6A08) to Ward 7 in the city-wide Ward redistricting process and
b) a total population that was over the amount which could be legally accommodated using the
remaining 6 SMDs, but not enough to form a 7th SMD within the existing ANC 6A boundaries.

With these challenges in mind, the working group sought to minimize disruption to existing
communities within ANC 6A and maintain major boundaries to the greatest extent possible (East
Capitol Street and 8th St NE). Further, the working group sought to craft a 7 SMD ANC, which
would align ANC 6A with the size of 77% of the other ANCs in the District. A key tension in
achieving this was determining a border with ANC 6C, which borders ANC 6A to the west, as
ANC 6C experienced significant population growth since the last redistricting, and also had to
negotiate its own western border with a dramatically changed ANC 6E.

The working group considered several options to achieve these objectives, including extending
the southwest boundary of ANC 6A to 6th Street NE south of C Street NE, but ultimately
worked with the ANC 6C working group to develop a solution that creates a 7 SMD ANC by
extending the ANC 6A boundary west to 7th St north of D St NE.

During the course of Task Force efforts, the working group also considered and dealt with
community cohesion issues, stewardship of Lincoln Park, management of the H St commercial
corridor and the prospect of creating SMDs that cross Ward boundaries (between Ward 6 and 7).
On the matter of community cohesion, the working group originally proposed a plan that would
have used Wylie St NE as an SMD boundary. After feedback from Wylie St residents indicating
their desire to remain in the same SMD, the working group reworked SMD boundaries to
accommodate this request. On the issue of Lincoln Park, the working group considered
preferences for splitting the park between ANC 6B and ANC 6A, or retaining the park within
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ANC 6A. Consistent with the TF treatment of several other landmark public spaces throughout
the Ward, and with the concurrence of ANC 6A stakeholders, the 6A working group coordinated
with the 6B working group to recommend splitting the park between ANC 6A and ANC 6B.

For the H St commercial corridor, the proposed plan establishes 3 SMDs containing portions of
H St. The previous Commission featured 2 SMDs containing portions of H St. The proposed
number of total SMDs in the ANC and the number of SMDs containing portions of H St should
allow the ANC to balance the workload associated with this busy commercial corridor and
ensure adequate, diverse attention to the needs of residents and businesses along this key artery.

Lastly, early in the deliberations of the Task Force, the Task Force received some feedback and
inquiries on the possibility of creating cross Ward SMDs and ANCs comprising the area
formerly constituting SMDs 6A07 and 6A08. The Task Force encouraged the residents
providing this feedback to prepare a proposal and to work with the Ward 6 and Ward 7 council
members to gauge their willingness to explore such an arrangement. The Task Force received no
further substantive input on the topic, and the 6A working group did not pursue any options
exploring the matter.

ANC 6B

The ANC 6B working group began with the goals of building on existing SMDs to the extent
possible while making sure that SMDs stay within the required 1900-2100 (2000 + or - 5%)
range in population.

The recommendations of the working group are based on the aims of protecting the voting
strength of minority populations, ensuring that public spaces are linked to the adjacent residential
area, and maintaining the cohesion of special areas.

The working group was also cognizant of Commissioner workload, using natural boundaries, and
creating compact SMDs, while recognizing that keeping SMDs within the required population
range may result in “notches” in SMD boundaries.

The working group understands that the SMD specific workload of Commissioners will vary as
some SMDs will be more active than others. Concern over workload was especially important
with respect to Barracks Row with its high level of liquor license case and zoning/historic
preservation cases. For this reason, the recommendations include keeping Barracks Row (8th

Street) as the boundary between 6B03 and 6B04.

Linking of public spaces to adjacent residential areas resulted in a number of features of the map.

The proposed map treats the square at Eastern Market Metro (between 7th and 9th Street bisected
by Pennsylvania Avenue) as two areas. The Metro Plaza at the Metro entrance (the SW part of
the square) is placed in 6B03) and the playground (NE part of the square) is placed in 6B04. This
results in linking each part of the square to the nearby residents with two SMDs sharing the
overall square but providing a single contact for each of the two different halves (Metro Plaza
and playground)
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Lincoln Park is split between 6A04 on the north half (representing the residents along East
Capitol NE) and 6B08 on the south half (representing the residents along East Capitol SE). This
shared jurisdiction will ensure that adjacent neighbors on both sides of Lincoln Park are
represented and informed of issues relating the park and are able to participate in the
decision-making process through their ANC Commissioner.

This is a change from the current situation where Lincoln Park is currently completely in 6A and
Eastern Market Metro square is currently completely in 6B02

The Penn/Potomac circle was placed in 6B09 and the boundaries of this SMD drawn to
incorporate the nearby residential and commercial areas. This is a change from the current
boundaries where the circle and the surrounding commercial areas are split between 6B06 and
6B07.

Regarding maintaining cohesion in certain areas, the decision was made to keep the Eastern
Market Special Use Area with 6B02 and connected to nearby neighbors. Likewise, the Capitol
Hill Townhomes (a housing cooperative) was kept in 6B03 and connected to nearby neighbors.

The voting strength of minority populations in 6B07 was maintained and protected by keeping
Potomac Gardens and Hopkins public housing within the same SMD and connecting with
residential blocks along K and L Streets, SE.

In addition, the north-south connection was created between the K and L Streets, SE residential
areas north of the Southeast Boulevard and the waterfront areas south of the Boulevard. Unlike
the current boundaries, 6B07 includes the area south of the Boulevard between 11th Street and
Barney Circle. 6B09 encompasses the area south of Congressional Cemetery east of Barney
Circle. Linking the residential areas on K and L Streets to the area south of the Boulevard is
especially important to ensure that those residents have a voice in the decisions concerning future
development of the area south of the Boulevard.

The Library of Congress’s Adams Building and the Folger Shakespeare Library are incorporated
with 6B02 to connect them to the residential area to the east of 3rd Street (rather than place them
with other Congressional facilities in 6B01). This is a slight change from the current situation
where these two facilities and unit block of 3rd Street are in 6B01.

Note that 6B06 is at the lower end of the acceptable population range as this is an area of
expected future population growth.

Finally, the working group recommends that the U.S. Capitol and Capitol grounds be split
between 6B01 and 6C01 along the East-West axis, continuing East Capitol Street as the
boundary between 6B and 6C.

ANC 6C

ANC 6C is bounded between two Commissions that had significant boundary changes, 6E with
the new boundary along the boundary of Ward 2, and 6A with changes along the Ward 7
boundary. The Task Force considered several options for the external boundaries of ANC6C. A
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driving consideration for the Western Boundary was setting a boundary with 6E predominantly
along the railroad tracks running to the North of Union Station.

The Task Force voted 11-1 to set that boundary despite concerns about the SMD challenges that
would create for 6E. The alternative proposal was to extend 6C to the blocks East of North
Capitol and South of L Street. The concern with this boundary was that it would limit the
representation of residents in 6E of a role in the ongoing development of the Union Station area.

With the boundary to the west established, the teams working with 6C and 6A set about
establishing a boundary that would accommodate workable and desirable SMD boundaries.
Residents in the area between Stanton Park and 8th Street expressed a strong desire to remain in
6C and residents West of 8th Street expressed a strong preference for being a part of ANC 6A.
Each Commission is resolved with seven SMDs and relationship to key features within the two
commissions, including the NE library for 6C and Lincoln Park for 6A, and respecting the views
of residents on the southern portion of the boundary.

The blocks around NoMa posed the greatest challenge to redistricting, since the population in some of the
blocks comprise a significant proportion of an SMD by themselves. The task force recommends
block-splitting for the census block containing the Giant supermarket – between 3rd and 4th Streets,
between H and I Streets. For the 382 residents in this block, there are several alleys and walkways in the
block to help right-size 6C06 and 6C04, hopefully without need of a waiver.
One goal in the creation of the SMDs was to share the workload. Three SMDs touch the railroad tracks
and Union Station to share the work for the Union Station redevelopment effort. Four SMDs directly
touch the H Street commercial corridor to address issues of cleanliness, safety, liquor licenses, etc. All
seven SMDs touch 4th Street to help monitor the heavy traffic on this route: five of the seven touch 6th

Street also.

Although there had been discussion about sharing responsibility among several SMDs that touch Lincoln
Park and other public spaces, Stanton Park is the smallest of these spaces and so is assigned to only one
SMD.

ANC 6D

ANC 6D lost most of the Navy Yard neighborhood to Ward 8 during the ward redistricting
process. The first draft created by the 6D Working Group used boundaries that included the
Southwest neighborhood and the part of Navy Yard still in Ward 6. However, Navy Yard
residents expressed a desire to have their whole neighborhood kept within a single ANC. In
response, the 6D working group coordinated with the Ward 8 Task Force to let them include the
Ward 6 portion of Navy Yard in their Navy Yard ANC. That left the new ANC 6D boundaries as
comprising just the Southwest neighborhood.

Due to resident concerns that some areas of the ANC will experience significant population
growth in the next few years, the 6D Working Group explored the possibility of creating some
SMDs below 1900 people. The Committee advised the Task Force Chair that incorporating
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future growth in SMD population numbers (e.g., adding the population of a building to an SMD
that is populated now but was not during the 2021 Census period) was not well supported in case
law, and the Working Group stopped considering those options.

The 6D Working Group determined that in order to keep all SMDs between 1900 and 2100 VAP,
there would need to be 8 SMDs. In drawing them, the Working Group’s primary goals were to
maintain neighborhood cohesiveness, and preserve the voting power of minority communities
and public housing residents.

The Working Group designed 6D01 to focus on the Wharf and its major access points. The town
homes along G Street between 4th and 7th Street were added as well to bring the SMD into
compliance with population minimums. Two of the Townhomes 1-4 are included in this SMD
with two others in 6D03 and 6D04. At the request of residents, the Working Group explored
options to keep all of the townhomes within 6D01, but doing so would cause negative
implications for other areas of 6D.

Residents of the Capitol Park Towers and Twins buildings requested that they be kept within a
single SMD, so 6D02 was drawn to accommodate that request. The part of 6D02 south of the
Freeway includes large buildings, such as Capitol Park Towers and Twins and large
developments like Capitol Park IV, Capitol Park II (after a block split and addition from 6D05),
the Kiley, and Capitol Park Tower. We also recognize that this SMD will be adding population
due to the Randall project on the East adjacent to South Capitol Street. The area north of the
highway looks large for both 6D01 and 6D02 but contains numerous federal buildings with few
residents.

6D03 contains several large new buildings such as Modern on M and The Banks as well as older,
large buildings such as Waterside Towers and Town Square Towers. An early draft of the map
placed the Southwest Duck Pond in 6D04, but it was moved into 6D03 at the request of
residents. The 6th Street corridor between I and M Streets was kept intact due to common
interests related to entertainment traffic and parking from Arena Stage and the Wharf.

6D04 focuses on a section of 4th Street with a more concentrated blend of commercial and
residential than other areas, which has similar interests and concerns. It is also a private road
which has caused issues for the ANC in the past. We recognize that new buildings are planned
for this area such as the renovation of Westminster Presbyterian Church, and the two buildings at
375 M St and 425 M Street.

The resident council presidents of Greenleaf expressed a strong preference to be together in one
single member district, so the 6D Working Group put them all into 6D05. This involved
including the census block south of M Street containing the Greenleaf Senior Building at 1200
Delaware Avenue, the residents of the 203 N St Midrise building and the King Greenleaf
Recreation Center. To bring the district into compliance, we added population from the west. The
eastern end of this district contains Lansburg Park, several churches, the First District Police
Station, the Department of Motor Vehicles center, a fire station, the vehicle emissions inspection
station, and other government buildings. We recognize that two projects are currently planned at
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5 M and at the Bethel Church property. The three buildings that comprise the Potomac Place
complex provided the best continuity. Without block splitting this district would be over the
maximum at 2227, so we are requesting a block split to move Capitol Park Plaza II (CP II) to
6D02.

6D06 is very similar to the existing 6D04 boundaries on 4th Street created ten years ago when the
Wharf area was more commercial than residential. This area contains several superblocks of
residential housing containing Tiber Island Cooperative and Condominiums, Harbour Square,
and Riverside. Each block contains over 500 residents and block splits are problematic. The Task
Force considered the possibility of using a block split to move the 525 Water building into 6D01
in order to move both districts into compliance, but residents testified that doing so would be
disruptive to neighborhood cohesiveness, so the Task Force decided to pursue a waiver option
instead.

6D07 is a blend of the eastern side of 4th Street, Ft. McNair’s and Buzzard Point. This district has
two large superblocks in Carrollsburg and River Park, so splits in the northern area are
problematic. The Buzzard Point area remains in this district as the population as of April 2020
was very small. Several large residential properties opened after the census. Although the land
mass of 6D07 is large, much of the area is Ft. McNair.

Southwest contains the highest concentration of public housing in the District and priority was
given to their concerns. The presidents of both James Creek and Syphax expressed a desire to be
within the same SMD, so 6D08 was drawn to include both. The Task Force included one block at
the edge of Buzzard Point with 10 people in this SMD as well, both because it shares similar
concerns over environmental issues with the development of the concrete plant, and to bring
6D07 into compliance with population limits. The Task Force remains concerned about the
potential for future growth to dilute voting power of underrepresented populations. However, the
Task Force felt that the proposed map met the goal of minority and longtime populations while
also staying inside the guidelines for redistricting.

ANC 6E

The Task Force’s proposal for the new 6E is surrounded on all sides with well defined
boundaries of the Ward Boundaries and the train tracks running North from Union Station.

The challenge with these boundaries is that if divided into eight SMDs, the average SMD size is 2113.
If the commission is divided by nine SMDs, the average size is 1878. Each delta from the 2000 target
being almost equal. Given the equal deviation in either direction, the preference is to go with a smaller
district size as we anticipate significant future growth in many parts of the Commission.

As proposed, ANC 6E will consist of nine SMD’s. Each is clearly defined on the attached map.
Assuming the proposed Block Splits all but two SMDs fall within the five percent relative
deviation of each the average for the Commission while only four are within the five percent
target of 2000. All of that builds a case that the lower than ideal populations result from “the
limitations of census geography or from the promotion of a rational public policy, including but
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not limited to, respect for the political geography of the District, the natural geography of the
District, Neighborhood cohesiveness, or the development of compact and contiguous districts.”

SMD As Drawn

Estimated
with Block
Split

Delta from mean
for Commission

Delta as
%

6E01 1712 1808 70 4%

6E02 2125 2029 151 8%

6E03 1827 1827 51 3%

6E04 1928 1928 50 3%

6E05 1913 1913 35 2%

6E06 1967 1967 89 5%

6E07 1717 1717 161 -9%

6E08 1615 1853 25 -1%

6E09 2098 1860 18 1%

The boundary along Union Station is an important aspect of the new Commission. With
significant development to the West and North of the station, the 6E community has significant
interests in having a voice in the development process. Most of the new occupancy and
development to take place around the Station and major roadways connecting the region to
Union Station are through the new ANC6E. Both ANC 6C and 6E will be significantly impacted
by this development and under the proposed boundaries both sets of residents have a voice in
that process.

There are two places where block splitting is proposed. Almost any block splitting in this
Commission presents a challenge with much of the area being comprised of extremely dense
blocks of apartment buildings or blocks of undeveloped or public space without housing.

VI. TASK FORCE ACTION

The Task Force met on March 30th, 2022, to consider and vote on adoption of its recommended
hard copy map, ESRI map, and task force report. The following Task Force members were
present: Ivan Frishberg, Brian Pate, Anna Forgie, Christine Spencer, Gottlieb Simon, Ken Jarboe,
Gary Peterson, Marge Maceda, Scott Price, Georgine Wallace, Matthew Oberstaedt. Shelia White.
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The following Task Force members were absent: Iris Bond Gill.

First, Task Force Chair, Ivan Frishberg, presented the Draft ESRI map for the Task Force’s
consideration. With the Task Force meeting virtually, there was no opportunity to present hard
copy maps.

The Task Force members then voted to adopt the ESRI map “W6RTF Final Map Approved 3.30”
as the Task Force’s recommendation by a vote of 12 to 0, all members present voting favor.

Next, Ivan Frishberg presented the block split changes to the ESRI map “W6RTF Final Map
Approved 3.30” as presented in the Draft Report for the Task Force’s consideration.

The Task Force members then voted to adopt the proposed block splits as amended as the Task
Force’s recommendation by a vote of 12 to 0, all members present voting favor.

Last, Ivan Frishberg presented a draft of this report for the Task Force’s consideration.

The Task Force members voted as follows to adopt this report as amended by a vote of 12 to 0,
all members present voting favor.

There being no further business before the Task Force, the meeting was adjourned.
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